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LUSH01

Tech funk phenomenon
coming to Newquay!


Lee Coombs booked as part of his UK tour



Two clubs of mayhem sure to please crowds

The Lush crew are back again this autumn with an awesome line-up! This
month’s main event is taking place on the 18th October at the Koola bar and
Chy Bar in Newquay and is being headed up by Lot49’s very own Lee
Coombs. This unique event will also feature an array of other DJs and live
acts in a night which is set to impress!
Lee Coombs is renowned for bending musical boundaries and is accredited with changing the
face of the breakbeat scene today. For over a decade this British producer has been at the
forefront of it all; releasing groundbreaking mix CDs, remixing the world’s most acclaimed
artists and knocking out dancefloor destroying productions that are considered classics years
after their release.
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A seasoned veteran, Coombs first hit the DJ slopes in 1989, bathing himself in the acid house
scene at parties around London and Cambridge. Crucial in shaping his all-encompassing
approach to DJing and production, this boundary-less approach would become Coombs’
trademark, mixing up breaks, house, electro, techno and acid with dexterous assurance.
In addition to Lee Coombs, the event is due to showcase performances from Backbeat Sound
System, Jinal, Stan Collins, Olly G and Hi Fly, Stretch, Hong Kong Ping Pong, Sick Note and
the Mighty Simian Sounds.
Stan Collins, Lush co-promoter says “We are committed to bringing top international acts to
Newquay for our promotions. We intend to keep the local club scene on its feet even after the
summer!”
Lush runs from 10pm until 3.30am with tunes ranging from Techfunk to Breaks and Techno.
With a full club transformation with U.V backdrops and mind-blowing décor, the scene is set
for

it

to

be

one

of

the

most

unique

nights

on

the

local

clubbing

calendar.
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Notes to editors…
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07833734852

Paul ‘Jinal’ Bevan
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